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Who Was Abraham Lincoln? 2008-11-20 born to a family of farmers lincoln stood out from an early age literally he was six feet four inches tall as
sixteenth president of the united states he guided the nation through the civil war and saw the abolition of slavery but lincoln was tragically shot
one night at ford s theater the first president to be assassinated over 100 black and white illustrations and maps are included
Abraham Lincoln 1890 before he was president abraham lincoln he was a lawyer in a large hat following his rise to the presidency offers readers an
inside look at how the signer of the emancipation proclamation came to run the nation from lincoln s birth in a one room log cabin to his early days
practicing law and working in politics his life is full of triumphs and tragedy the places he lived and the people he loved are all chronicled in this
exciting work filling in the blanks in the life story that often starts for many when he assumed the role as america s 16th president
Abraham Lincoln 1952 not long after lincoln s assassination the debate began was lincoln a committed christian or a confirmed skeptic scholar
philip ostergard provides the answer with a thorough study of the president s references to god the bible and christian principles in his letters and
speeches the inspired wisdom of abraham lincoln illustrates the depth of lincoln s knowledge of scripture the bible s influence on his character and
the development of his faith particularly as he wrestled with the issue of slavery and led the nation through the tumultuous years of the civil war
readers will find this a fascinating and inspiring handbook of answers to the questions about one of our greatest presidents
Before Abraham Lincoln Was President 2017-12-15 in this beautifully designed volume america s top lincoln historians offer a diverse array of
perspectives on the life and legacy of america s sixteenth president spanning lincoln s life from his early career as a springfield lawyer to his
presidential reign during one of america s most troubled historical periods to his assassination in 1865 these essays developed from original c span
interviews provide a compelling composite portrait of lincoln one that offers up new stories and fresh insights on a defining leader extras include a
timeline of lincoln s life brief biographies of the 56 contributors and lincoln s most famous speeches
The Inspired Wisdom of Abraham Lincoln 2011-09-23 abraham lincoln is considered one of the most wrote about people ever to live hundreds
of people have sought to write about his incredible life collected here are 13 classic biographies about lincoln a table of contents is included to help
easily find each work in the collection abraham lincoln a history volume one by john g nicolay and john hay abraham lincoln a history volume two by
john g nicolay and john hay abraham lincoln an horatian ode by richard henry stoddard abraham lincoln by james lowell abraham lincoln by lord
charnwood abraham lincoln a memorial discourse by t m eddy abraham lincoln the people s leader in the struggle for national existence by george
haven putnam abraham lincoln and the union a chronicle of the embattled north by nathaniel w stephenson the boys life of abraham lincoln by
helen nicolay the every day life of abraham lincoln by francis fisher browne the life of abraham lincoln by henry ketcham a man of the people by
thomas dixon story of young abraham lincoln by wayne whipple
Abraham Lincoln 2008-10-22 my life as abraham lincoln is a collection of words that best describe some of the people and places and things that i
have experienced in my life being named after the 16th us president has added a unique notch to my handle on life you will be surprised at how
much you don t know about this abraham lincoln
Abraham Lincoln's Stories and Speeches 1903 the collected letters speeches etc written by abraham lincoln
Abraham Lincoln: Biographies (13 Biographies) 2010 instead of battling the west with a pistol abraham lincoln tamed america s western
territories with his famous pen by passing laws that offered cheap land adequate railway transportation and inexpensive practical education lincoln
provided the means for the settlement of the great american west by examining policies problems and actions abraham lincoln and the western
territories tells the story of how the wild west was won for the union a burnham publishers book
My Life As Abraham Lincoln 2006-07-01 excerpt from life of abraham lincoln being a biography of his life from his birth to his assassination also
a record of his ancestors and a collection of anecdotes attributed to lincoln near the point where the states of virginia tennessee and kentucky meet
there is a wonderful gateway in the mountains which was discovered in 1748 by thomas walker and named cumberland gap in honor of the duke of
cumberland prime minister to king george of england he reported that it opened into a beautiful region inhabited by indians and wild animals from
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this gap north to where the waterways which form the ohio river break through the mountains the rugged and towering alleghenies present an
almost impassable wall between virginia and the country west this barrier helped to protect the inhabitants against the warrior bands of western
indians and for a time confined the march of the settler to the shenandoah valley daniel boone had heard of the discovery of an opening in the
mountains not far from his home an i thirsted for exploration of the unknown solitudes beyond through which only indians roamed he was one of the
elder sons of squire boone who had come from pennsylvania and settled in wilkes county north carolina on the yadkin river from his youth daniel
had shown a special fondness for hunting before he was ten years old he could shoot a deer while it was upon the run and while yet a lad made long
trips from home alone and was never lost he was a born woodsman he had the cunning and eye of an indian and could determine the points of the
compass by the stars like a mariner en 1769 this intrepid hunter in company with three companions passed through cumberland gap into the wild
territory west of the mountains on a hunting and exploring expedition as they advanced the country and attractions improved they traveled through
vast reaches of somber forest penetrating far into the interior boone and one of his companions were captured by the indians but made their escape
when they returned to their camp the other two men had disappeared and were never heard of again boone remained so long away from home that
his younger brother accompanied by a friend came in search of him instead of returning he sent his brother back for powder and bullets about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works
The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln 2008-10-01 now in paperback this award winning biography has been hailed as the definitive portrait of
lincoln in the first multi volume biography of abraham lincoln to be published in decades lincoln scholar michael burlingame offers a fresh look at
the life of one of america s greatest presidents incorporating the field notes of earlier biographers along with decades of research in multiple
manuscript archives and long neglected newspapers this remarkable work will both alter and reinforce current understanding of america s
sixteenth president in volume 2 burlingame examines lincoln s presidency and the trials of the civil war he supplies fascinating details on the crisis
over fort sumter and the relentless office seekers who plagued lincoln he introduces readers to the president s battles with hostile newspaper
editors and his quarrels with incompetent field commanders burlingame also interprets lincoln s private life discussing his marriage to mary todd
the untimely death of his son willie to disease in 1862 and his recurrent anguish over the enormous human costs of the war
Abraham Lincoln and the Western Territories 1994 abraham lincoln was born in kentucky on the 12th day of february 1809 the log cabin which
was his birth place was built on the south branch of nolin s creek three miles from the village of hodgensville on land which was then in the county
of hardin but is now included in that of la rue his father thomas lincoln was born in 1778 his mother s maiden name was nancy hanks the lincoln
family which appears to have been of unmixed english descent came to kentucky from berks county pennsylvania to which place tradition or
conjecture asserts they had emigrated from massachusetts but they did not remain long in pennsylvania since they seem to have gone before 1752
to rockingham county virginia which state was then one with that of kentucky there is however so much doubt as to these details of their early
history that it is not certain whether they were at first emigrants directly from england to virginia an offshoot of the historic lincoln family in
massachusetts or of the highly respectable lincolns of pennsylvania 1 this obscurity is plainly due to the great poverty and lowly station of the
virginian lincolns my parents said president lincoln in a brief autobiographic sketch were both born of undistinguished families second families
perhaps i should say to this he adds that his paternal grandfather was abraham lincoln who migrated from rockingham county virginia to kentucky
about 1781 or 2 although his cousins and other relatives all declare this grandsire s name to have been mordecai a striking proof of the ignorance
and indifference of the family respecting matters seldom neglected
Life of Abraham Lincoln 2015-07-09 two autobiographical campaign sketches and excerpts from his letters and speeches provide a narrative of the
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great emancipator s life and presidency from his kentucky birth to three days before his assassination
Abraham Lincoln 2013-04 gripping selection of the speeches and writings of one of america s most revered leaders from presidential messages to
thoughtful intimate letters and provocative speeches this stunning collection presents lincoln s thinking on the horrors of slavery the anguish of the
civil war and the struggles of leadership
Abraham Lincoln and the Abolition of Slavery in the United States 2023-10-08 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible
Abraham Lincoln, His Story in His Own Words 1975 the collected letters speeches etc written by abraham lincoln
The Essential Abraham Lincoln 1993 the collected letters speeches etc written by abraham lincoln
Abraham Lincoln's Speeches 1895 a complete documentary archive of abraham lincoln s writings from historic speeches to personal letters and
telegrams collected here are numerous documents written by abraham lincoln from 1832 to 1865 over the course of his long career as a lawyer
statesman and president of the united states from the man who led the nation through the civil war and into its reconstruction lincoln s written
statements including the emancipation proclamation and the gettysburg address are some of the most significant documents in american history
included with these works are telegrams to politicians and wartime generals as well as personal letters discussing a range of topics from youth and
marriage to depression this extensive collection is not only an excellent documentary history of america s greatest trial as a nation but also an
opportunity to enjoy the intellect and wit of one of america s greatest orators as theodore roosevelt says in his introductory comments lincoln s
deeds and words are not only of consuming interest to the historian but should be intimately known to every man engaged in the hard practical
work of american political life this ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all devices
The Papers and Writings of Abraham Lincoln, Vol-VII 2021-01-19 in abraham lincoln and civil war america historian william gienapp provides a
remarkably concise up to date and vibrant biography of the most revered figure in united states history while the heart of the book focuses on the
civil war gienapp begins with a finely etched portrait of lincoln s early life from pioneer farm boy to politician and lawyer in springfield to his
stunning election as sixteenth president of the united states students will see how lincoln grew during his years in office how he developed a keen
aptitude for military strategy and displayed enormous skill in dealing with his generals and how his war strategy evolved from a desire to preserve
the union to emancipation and total war gienapp shows how lincoln s early years influenced his skills as commander in chief and demonstrates that
throughout the stresses of the war years lincoln s basic character shone through his good will and fundamental decency his remarkable self
confidence matched with genuine humility his immunity to the passions and hatreds the war spawned his extraordinary patience and his timeless
devotion a former backwoodsman and country lawyer abraham lincoln rose to become one of our greatest presidents this biography offers a vivid
account of lincoln s dramatic ascension to the pinnacle of american history
ABRAHAM LINCOLN 1910 abraham lincoln 1809 1865 is one of the most famous americans in history and one of the country s most revered
presidents schoolchildren can recite the life story of lincoln the westerner who educated himself and became a self made man rising from lawyer to
leader of the new republican party before becoming the 16th president of the united states lincoln successfully navigated the union through the
civil war but didn t live to witness his crowning achievement becoming the first president assassinated when he was shot at ford s theater by john
wilkes booth on april 14 1865 in the generation after the civil war lincoln became an american deity and one of the most written about men in
history with such a sterling reputation even historians hesitate to write a critical word in team of rivals doris kearns goodwin casts lincoln as an
almost superhuman puppet master in control of his cabinet s political machinations and the war s direction juggling the balancing act flawlessly as
a result lincoln the man is far less known than lincoln the myth william herndon was abraham lincoln s former law partner and his eponymous
herndon s lincoln the true story of a great life is considered the finest and most thoroughly researched biography of lincoln
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Speeches and Letters of Abraham Lincoln, 1832-1865 2021-01-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln 2008-10-01 nearly 150 years after his death the enduring legacy of a great president an american success
story and the celebrated leader of the civil war continues abraham lincoln quotes quips and speeches is an illuminating and inspirational collection
that captures the essence of the sixteenth president a man revered for his integrity faith generosity eloquence humor and determination a sample of
lincoln s wit and wisdom on honesty you must remember that some things legally right are not morally right on common sense common looking
people are the best in the world that is the reason the lord makes so many of them on character a man s character is like a tree and his reputation
like its shadow the shadow is what we think of it the tree is the real thing each of the twelve chapters also include shrewd observations of lincoln
from those who knew him best including his wife mary todd lincoln and his greatest political opponent stephen a douglas featuring excerpts from
his most famous speeches as well as numerous photos this timely tribute is the perfect gift for students scholars and history buffs everywhere
The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln: 1863-1864 1953 at this time kentucky was included within the limits and jurisdiction of virginia in 1775
daniel boone had built a fort at boonesborough on the kentucky river and it was not far from this site that abraham lincoln president lincoln s
grandfather located his claim and put up a rude log hut for the shelter of his family the pioneers of kentucky cleared small spaces and erected their
humble dwellings they had to contend not only with the wild forces of nature and to defend themselves from the beasts of the forest more to be
feared than either were the hostile indians the settlers were filled with terror of these stealthy foes at home and abroad they kept their guns ready
for instant use both night and day many a hard battle was fought between the indian and the pioneer many an unguarded woodsman was shot down
without warning while busy about his necessary work 3among these was abraham lincoln the story of his death is related by mr i n arnold thomas
lincoln was with his father in the field when the savages suddenly fell upon them mordecai and josiah his elder brothers were near by in the forest
mordecai startled by a shot saw his father fall and running to the cabin seized the loaded rifle rushed to one of the loop holes cut through the logs
of the cabin and saw the indian who had fired he had just caught the boy thomas and was running toward the forest pointing the rifle through the
logs and aiming at a medal on the breast of the indian mordecai fired the indian fell and springing to his feet the boy ran to the open arms of his
mother at the cabin door meanwhile josiah who had run to the fort for aid returned with a party of settlers the bodies of abraham lincoln and the
indian who had been killed were brought in from this time forth mordecai lincoln was the mortal enemy of the indian and it is said that he sacrificed
many in revenge for the murder of his father
Complete Works of Abraham Lincoln 1905 no u s president has espoused and embodied virtues such as honesty faith xd determination and
character to the extent abraham lincoln did Â in xd addition to his quotations on subjects such as leadership honesty faith xd kindness and liberty a
xd commitment to honor includes insights from those who knew him best and xd photographs of lincoln
The Complete Papers and Writings of Abraham Lincoln 2017-02-21 this biography for young readers examines the life of the sixteenth u s president
and the constitutional issues that arose during his administration praise by many as america s greatest president abraham lincoln guided the
country through the civil war and was the great emancipator who freed the enslaved and paved the way for the thirteenth fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments lincoln was denounced by others as a tyrant who trampled the constitution denied individual liberty and failed to avert the war that
left more than six hundred thousand american soldiers dead born in a cabin deep in the backwoods of kentucky growing up in a family considered
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the poorest of the poor lincoln rose to become a highly respected lawyer and stateman he often used different arguments with different people
depending on the needs of the moment leading one exasperated opponent to call him two faced and leaving others to marvel at his effectiveness as
a politician and leader a practical statesman and not an idealist abraham lincoln knew he could not accomplish all he set out to do but he remained
alert for opportunities to achieve his long desired objective of liberty and justice for all the book includes selections of lincoln s writing a
bibliography and an index this concise and balanced narrative encapsulates the life and legacy of one of the country s most important leaders a
solid addition for understanding america s story kirkus reviews the author adroitly reviews the facts of lincoln s entire life divided into 16 chapters
and examines his emergence as a politician and his views on slavery school library journal
Abraham Lincoln and Civil War America 2002-04-08 this presentation of the pertinent facts of the life times and importance of the sixteenth
president of the united states is a good starting point for children beginning history studies and biographies school library journal
Herndon's Lincoln: the True Story of a Great Life 2014-03-06 hailed as the definitive portrait of the sixteenth president lincoln scholar michael
burlingame s impressive two volume biography has been masterfully abridged and revised sixteenth president of the united states the great
emancipator and a surpassingly eloquent champion of national unity freedom and democracy abraham lincoln is arguably the most studied and
admired of all americans michael burlingame s astonishing abraham lincoln a life an updated condensed version of the 2 000 page two volume set
that the atlantic hailed as one of the five best books of 2009 offers fresh interpretations of this endlessly fascinating american leader based on deep
research in unpublished sources as well as newly digitized sources this work reveals how lincoln s character and personality were the north s secret
weapon in the civil war the key variables that spelled the difference between victory and defeat he was a model of psychological maturity and a fully
individuated man whose influence remains unrivaled in the history of american public life burlingame chronicles lincoln s childhood and early
development romantic attachments and losses his love of learning legal training and courtroom career as well as his political ambition his term as
congressman in the late 1840s and his serious bouts of depression in early adulthood burlingame recounts in fresh detail the abraham and mary
todd lincoln marriage and traces the mounting moral criticism of slavery that revived his political career and won this springfield lawyer the
presidency in 1860 this abridgement delivers burlingame s signature insight into lincoln as a young man a father and a politician lincoln speaks to
us not only as a champion of freedom democracy and national unity but also as a source of inspiration few have achieved his historical importance
but many can profit from his personal example encouraged by the knowledge that despite a lifetime of troubles he became a model of psychological
maturity moral clarity and unimpeachable integrity his presence and his leadership inspired his contemporaries his life story will do the same for
generations to come
Life and Works of Abraham Lincoln 1907 lincoln s grandfather for whom he was named abraham was a distant cousin to daniel boone the boones
and the lincolns had intermarried for generations the lincolns were of good old english stock when he was president abraham lincoln who had never
given much attention to the family pedigree said that the history of his family was well described by a single line in gray s elegy the short and
simple annals of the poor yet grandfather abraham was wealthy for his day he accompanied boone from virginia to kentucky and lost his life there
he had sacrificed part of his property to the pioneer spirit within him and with the killing of their father his family lost the rest they were land poor
in the wilderness of the dark andbloody ground the meaning of the indian name ken tuc kee
Life and Works of Abraham Lincoln 2015-12-04 each picture book in this series is a biography of an american hero told in a simple conversational
vivacious way and always focusing on a character trait that made the person heroic cover may vary the heros are depicted as children throughout
telling their life stories in first person present tense which keeps the books playful and accessible to young children this book spotlights abraham
lincoln who always spoke his mind and was unafraid to speak for others this friendly fun biography series inspired the pbs kids tv show xavier riddle
and the secret museum one great role model at a time these books encourage kids to dream big included in each book are a timeline of key events
in the hero s history photos that bring the story more fully to life comic book style illustrations that are irresistibly adorable childhood moments that
influenced the hero facts that make great conversation starters a virtue this person embodies abraham lincoln s compassion made him a great
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leader you ll want to collect each book in this dynamic informative series
Abraham Lincoln 2009-02-01 in all the powers of earth lincoln s incredible ascent to power in a world of chaos is newly revealed through the great
biographer s extraordinary research and literary style after a period of depression that he would ever find his way to greatness lincoln takes on the
most powerful demagogue in the country stephen douglas in the debates for a senate seat he sidelines the frontrunner william seward a former
governor and senator for new york to cinch the new republican party s nomination all the powers of earth is the political story of all time lincoln
achieves the presidency by force of strategy of political savvy and determination this is abraham lincoln who indisputably becomes the greatest
president and moral leader in the nation s history but he must first build a new political party brilliantly state the anti slavery case and overcome
shattering defeat to win the presidency in the years of civil war to follow he will show mightily that the nation was right to bet on him he was its
preserver a politician of moral integrity all the powers of earth cements sidney blumenthal as the definitive lincoln biographer
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